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A FORMULA FOR GENERATING PRIME NUMBERS 
R. W. Hamm.ing 
It is often carelessly said that there is no formula 
that generates only prime numbers. But consider the 
following. 
Let G be the binary number .0110101000101 ..• 
The rule for forming G is that it has a 1 in the Kth 
,position if K is a prime and otherwise it has a zero. Let 
the formula be: 
= ~a prime number lzero 
where the square brackets indicate the greatest integer in 
the number. Starting with the right end of the formula, 
K-1 
2 G 
shifts the binary point in front of the Kth digit. Then 
the curly brackets give the fractional part of 
2K-1G. 
The next multiplication by 2 and the second square bracket 
isolates the Kth digit. The final multiplication by K 
produces the prime number, or else zero. 
The formula immediately appears as a fraud; you need 
to know the answer before you start! The number G 
appears to be well defined mathematically. The operations 
in the formula are well defined. It is one of those 
existence theorems. Among all the uncountable number of 
binary numbers between zero and one, there is surely the 
number G, and the formula follows. 
In the currently dominant philosophy of mathematics, 
it is a well-defined formula, but there is an active 
minority that denies that the number G exists. How do you D 
feel about it? Does the number G exist? 
t 
KNIGHTS AWAY , 
On an N-sided chessboard, what is the maximum 
number of' pieces that can be placed so that no two are 
closer than a knight's move from each other? 
Possible patterns for the first 8 cases are shown 




















What are the values of n for N = 9, 10, 11, ... ? 
Gosper 
PROBLEM 
It is obvious that the subject of high precision 
arithmetic intrigues us. We keep getting references t 
the work of R. W. Gosper, currently at Stanford, as bei 
outstanding in this area. So we wrote to Mr. Gosper 
to inquire into his work: 
"Can you take an arbitrary constant, 
say the 7th root of 306 [see PC48-6] and 
calculate a thousand places or so? 11 
Mr. Gosper could. We now have that constant to 2800 
significant digits, beginning with: 
2 
26518L7862 9569774774 5672132632 7241189213 1448486969 
9946531670 9048414227 4205493475 1549122216 2148541898 
4950568931 2038116592 0897070048 2412823318 8382049008 
9862401932 3379113007 9912490219 2500532037 4618587150, 
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